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The Bloomsbury Handbook of Material Religion in the Ancient
Near East and Egypt 2023-06-29
with contributions spanning from the neolithic age to the iron age this book offers important insights into
the religions and ritual practices in ancient egyptian and near eastern communities through the lenses of
their material remains the book begins with a theoretical introduction to the concept of material religion
and features editor introductions to each of its six parts which tackle the following themes the human
body religious architecture the written word sacred images the spirituality of animals and the sacred role
of the landscape illustrated with over 100 images chapters provide insight into every element of religion
and materiality from the largest building to the smallest amulet this is a benchmark work for further
studies on material religion in the ancient near east and egypt

The Oxford Handbook of Light in Archaeology 2021-12-09
light plays a crucial role in mediating relationships between people things and spaces yet lightscapes
have been largely neglected in archaeology study this volume offers a full consideration of light in
archaeology and beyond exploring diverse aspects of illumination in different spatial and temporal
contexts from prehistory to the present

The Urban Housing Handbook 2023-07-25
the urban housing handbook an insightful and revealing look at the intersection of housing and urban
design in the newly revised second edition of the urban housing handbook eric firley and victor deupi
deliver a vital design and analysis tool for housing practitioners students and researchers the book
outlines the characteristics of 30 of the most notable housing types from around the world studied
against a background of increasing densification each of the 30 chapters includes a fully explored tradi
tional example followed by one or two contemporary projects of similar spatial configuration that address
changing trends in architecture and urban design for this latest edition all contemporary examples have
been updated and are now presented on two full spreads per chapter other features include a rigorous
analytical method that classifies the types according to four main categories courtyard houses row
houses compounds and apartment buildings a thorough introduction to the relationship between an
individual housing unit and the urban fabric that it creates through repetition a strong focus on dense
metropolitan projects from around the world a set of key figures that translate visual information into
metrics unique original drawings of illustrated housing accompanied by aerial and street level context
photos conceived for architects and urban designers the urban housing handbook is also an ideal
resource for urban planners housing developers builders and housing trust professionals

The Oxford Handbook of Byzantine Art and Architecture 2021
this handbook offers a wide ranging introduction to the richness and diversity of the arts in the byzantine
world it includes thirty eight essays by international authors from prominent researchers to emerging
scholars on various issues and media discussions consider art created for religious purposes to enhance
and beautify the orthodox liturgy and worship space as well as art made to serve in royal and domestic
contexts while byzantium is defined as the years 330 1453 ce some chapters treat the aftermath and
influence of byzantine art on later periods arts covered include buildings and objects from the eastern
mediterranean region including the balkans russia north africa and the near east the volume brings
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together object based considerations of themes and monuments which form the backbone of art history
with considerations drawing on many different methodologies sociology semiotics anthropology
archaeology reception theory deconstruction theory among others all in an up to date synthesis of
scholarship on byzantine art and architecture the oxford handbook of byzantine art and architecture is a
comprehensive overview of a rich field of study offering a window into the world of this distinct and
fascinating period of art

Handbook of Early Christianity 2002
visit our website for sample chapters

The Oxford Handbook of North American Archaeology
2012-02-23
the oxford handbook of north american archaeology reviews the continent s first and last foragers
farmers and great pre columbian civic and ceremonial centers from chaco canyon to moundville and
beyond

Education Facility Security Handbook 2007-10-29
in the last decade more than 300 violent deaths have occurred in or near school campuses the killers
their motivations and backgrounds and levels of damage inflicted vary but our response and our goal
remains singular to protect our schools and keep those within them safe this handbook seeks to help
administrators school boards contractors teachers anyone connected with the design construction or
administration of schools achieve this goal by providing easy to follow guidelines for building safer school
environments drawing from various government resources including the centers for disease control
department of education department of defense and department of health and human services this one
of a kind handbook takes a two part approach to protecting schools from threats the first part addresses
how to design and build a safe school it provides a basic security overview and discusses how to identify
critical assets and conduct risk threat assessments the second part of the book shifts from infrastructure
to inhabitants here you ll learn how to produce a detailed crisis management plan to help your facility
prevent incidents from happening and to deal with them swiftly and effectively should one occur you ll
also learn various people policies and practices you can implement to reduce drug and alcohol abuse
bullying vandalism and other violence and crime

The Baker Illustrated Bible Handbook 2014-04-01
one of the keys to enjoying an in depth and rewarding experience of reading the bible is recapturing the
ancient world its cultures customs and histories with this innovative guide readers can enrich their study
with fascinating insights into the bible and the world in which it was written the baker illustrated bible
handbook offers the most up to date evangelical biblical scholarship in a format that is readable and easy
to understand this book by book guide brings the bible to life with more than 1 100 full color pages
packed with illustrations maps and photos and 112 in depth articles on a wide range of topics important
to students of the bible readers will discover how each part of the bible fits into and informs every other
part giving them a cohesive understanding of god s word no reference collection will be complete without
this incredible new handbook to the bible
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Routledge Handbook of Chinese Architecture 2022-11-30
this handbook representing the collaboration of 40 scholars provides a multi faceted exploration of
roughly 6 000 years of chinese architecture from ancient times to the present this volume combines a
broad spectrum approach with a thematic framework for investigating chinese architecture integrating
previously fragmented topics and combining the scholarship of all major periods of chinese history by
organizing its approach into five parts this handbook traces the practices and traditions of ancient china
from imperial authority to folk culture unveils a rich picture of early modern and republican china
revealing that modernization was already beginning to emerge describes the social intellectual
ideological and formal enterprises of socialist architecture frames a window on a complex and changing
contemporary china by focusing on autonomy state practices and geopolitics of design ultimately
identifying its still evolving position on the world stage examines the existing cultural and political
theories to highlight potential avenues for future transformations in chinese architecture that also retain
chinese identity providing a pioneering combination of ancient and modern chinese architecture in one
coherent study this book is a must read for scholars students and educators of chinese architecture
architectural history and theory and the architecture of asia

Handbook of Hospitality Marketing Management 2008
handbook of hospitality marketing management is packed with investigations into mainstream hospitality
marketing issues and practices which offer practical guidelines for applying topical research results to
industry s daily operations internationally recognized leading researchers provide thorough discussion
reviewing hospitality marketing research by specific topics which include fundamental issues of
hospitality marketing including the concept of hospitality social responsibilities and basic principles
essentials of the hospitality marketing mix such as branding advertising and business performance
hospitality consumer behavior including information search behavior customer satisfaction and
behavioral pricing destination marketing issues such as push and pull dynamics in travel decisions and
group decision making in travel special marketing topics such as internal marketing and casino
marketing the depth and coverage of each topic is unprecedented this book is a must read for hospitality
researchers and educators students and industry practitioners book jacket

The Routledge Handbook on Historic Urban Landscapes in the
Asia-Pacific 2019-12-23
the routledge handbook on historic urban landscapes in the asia pacific sheds light onto the balancing
act of urban heritage management focusing specifically on the asia pacific regions in which this challenge
is imminent and in need of effective solutions urban heritage while being threatened amid myriad forces
of global and ecological change provides a vital social cultural and economic asset for regeneration and
sustenance of liveability of inhabited urban areas worldwide this six part volume takes a critical look at
the concept of historic urban landscapes the approach that unesco promotes to achieve holistic
management of urban heritage through the lens of issues prospects and experiences of urban
regeneration of the selected geo cultural context it further discusses the difficult task that heritage
managers encounter in conceptualizing mapping curating and sustaining the plurality poetics and politics
of urban heritage of the regions in question the connective thesis that weaves the chapters in this
volume together reinforces for readers that the management of urban heritage considers cities as
dynamic entities palimpsests of historical memories collages of social diversity territories of contested
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identities and sites for sustainable liveability throughout this edited collection chapters argue for
recognizing the totality of the eco cultural urban fabric embracing change building social cohesion and
initiating strategic socio economic progress in the conservation of historic urban landscapes containing
thirty seven contributions written by leading regional experts and illustrated with over 200 black and
white images and tables this volume provides a much needed resource on historic urban landscapes for
students scholars and researchers

Metric Handbook 2021-11-25
the metric handbook is the major handbook of planning and design data for architects and architecture
students with over 100 000 copies sold to successive generations of architects and designers it remains
the ideal starting point for any project and belongs in every design office the seventh edition references
the latest regulations and construction standards and includes new chapters on data centres and logistics
facilities alongside basic design data for all the major building types for each building type the book gives
the basic design requirements and all the principal dimensional data and succinct guidance on how to
use the information and what regulations the designer needs to be aware of as well as buildings the
metric handbook deals with broader aspects of design such as materials acoustics and lighting and
general design data on human dimensions and space requirements the metric handbook is the unique
reference for solving everyday planning problems

Routledge Handbook of International Law and the Humanities
2021-05-19
this handbook brings together 40 of the world s leading scholars and rising stars who study international
law from disciplines in the humanities from history to literature philosophy to the visual arts to showcase
the distinctive contributions that this field has made to the study of international law over the past two
decades including authors from australia canada europe india south africa the uk and the usa all the
contributors engage the question of what is distinctive and critical about the work that has been done
and that continues to be done in the field of international law and the humanities for many of these
authors answering this question involves reflecting on the work they themselves have been contributing
to this path breaking field since its inception at the end of the twentieth century for others it involves
offering models of the new work they are carrying out or else reflecting on the future directions of a field
that has now taken its place as one of the most important sites for the study of international legal
practice and theory each of the book s six parts foregrounds a different element or cluster of elements of
international law and the humanities from an attention to the office conduct and training of the jurist and
jurisprudent part 1 to scholarly craft and technique part 2 to questions of authority and responsibility part
3 history and historiography part 4 plurality and community part 5 as well as the challenge of thinking
and rethinking international legal concepts for our times part 6 outlining new ways of imagining and
doing international law at a moment in time when original critical thought and practice is more necessary
than ever this handbook will be essential for scholars students and practitioners in international law
international relations as well as in law and the humanities more generally

Visual Words and Verbal Pictures 2005
papers in itjemast 10 18 2019
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Articles in ITJEMAST 10(18)2019 2004-01-01
the second volume targets practitioners and focuses on the process of green architecture by combining
concepts and technologies with best practices for each integral design component

Sustainable Building - Design Manual 2007-02
本書は 建築 土木 電気 電子 機械 コンピュータ 情報処理 通信 エネルギー 環境に関する用語のうち 頻出の約9500語を韓国語及び英語に翻訳し 収録したものである

日韓英技術用語ハンドブック 1982
this book provides insights on a broad spectrum of renewable and sustainable energy technologies from
the world s leading experts it highlights the latest achievements in policy research and applications
keeping readers up to date on progress in this rapidly advancing field detailed studies of technological
breakthroughs and optimizations are contextualized with in depth examinations of experimental and
industrial installations connecting lab innovations to success in the field the volume contains selected
papers presented at technical and plenary sessions at the world renewable energy congress the world s
premier conference on renewable energy and sustainable development held every two years the
congress provides an international forum that attracts hundreds of delegates from more than 60
countries

出版年鑑 2015-09-09
an unprecedented undertaking by academics reflecting an extraordinary vision of world history this
landmark multivolume encyclopedia focuses on specific themes of human development across cultures
era by era providing the most in depth expansive presentation available of the development of humanity
from a global perspective well known and widely respected historians worked together to create and
guide the project in order to offer the most up to date visions available a monumental undertaking a
stunning academic achievement abc clio s world history encyclopedia is the first comprehensive work to
take a large scale thematic look at the human species worldwide comprised of 21 volumes covering 9
eras an introductory volume and an index it charts the extraordinary journey of humankind revealing
crucial connections among civilizations in different regions through the ages within each era the
encyclopedia highlights pivotal interactions and exchanges among cultures within eight broad thematic
categories population and environment society and culture migration and travel politics and statecraft
economics and trade conflict and cooperation thought and religion science and technology aligned to
national history standards and packed with images primary resources current citations and extensive
teaching and learning support the world history encyclopedia gives students educators researchers and
interested general readers a means of navigating the broad sweep of history unlike any ever published

Renewable Energy in the Service of Mankind Vol I 2011-03-23
in the late 16th century hundreds of travelers made their way to the habsburg ambassador s residence
known as the german house in constantinople in this centrally located inn subjects of the emperor found
food wine shelter and good company and left an incredible collection of albums filled with images
messages decorated papers and more portraits of empires offers a complete account of this early form of
social media which had a profound impact on later european iconography revealing a vibrant
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transimperial culture as viewed from all walks of life muslim and christian noble and servant scholar and
stable boy the pocket sized albums containing these curiosities have never been fully connected to the
abundant archival records on the german house and its residents robyn dora radway not only introduces
these objects the people who filled their pages and the house at the center of their creation but she also
presents several arguments regarding chronologies of exchange workshop practices the curation of
social networks and visual collections based on status and the purposes of these highly individualized
material portraits featuring 162 fascinating color images portraits of empires reconstructs the world of
habsburg subjects living in ottoman constantinople using a rich and distinctive set of objects to raise
questions about imperial belonging and the artistic practices used to articulate it

World History Encyclopedia [21 volumes] 2023
rulin waishi the unofficial history of the scholars is more than a landmark in the history of the chinese
novel this eighteenth century work which was deeply embedded in the intellectual and literary discourses
of its time challenges the reader to come to grips with the mid qing debates over ritual and ritualism and
the construction of history narrative and lyricism wu jingzi s 1701 54 ironic portrait of literati life was
unprecedented in its comprehensive treatment of the degeneration of mores the predicaments of official
institutions and the confucian elite s futile struggle to reassert moral and cultural authority like many of
his fellow literati wu found the vernacular novel an expressive and malleable medium for discussing elite
concerns through a close reading of rulin waishi shang wei seeks to answer such questions as what
accounts for the literati s enthusiasm for writing and reading novels does this enthusiasm bespeak a
conscious effort to develop a community of critical discourse outside the official world why did literati
authors eschew publication what are the bases for their social and cultural criticisms how far do their
criticisms go given the authors alleged confucianism and if literati authors were interested solely in
recovering moral and cultural hegemony for their class how can we explain the irony found in their works

Portraits of Empires 2020-10-26
the israel yearbook on human rights an annual published under the auspices of the faculty of law of tel
aviv university since 1971 is devoted to publishing studies by distinguished scholars in israel and other
countries on human rights in peace and war with particular emphasis on problems relevant to the state
of israel and the jewish people

Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial
China 2006-11-01
plea is a network of individuals sharing expertise in the arts sciences planning and design of the built
environment it serves as an international interdisciplinary forum to promote discourse on environmental
quality in architecture and planning this 17th plea international conference addresses sustainable design
with respect to architecture city and environment at the turn of the millennium the central aim of the
conference is to explore the interrelationships and integration of architecture city and environment the
proceedings will be of interest to all those involved in bioclimatic design and the application of natural
and innovative techniques to architecture and planning the conference is organised by the martin centre
for architectural and urban studies university of cambridge and the cambridge programme for industry
university of cambridge
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Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, Volume 36 (2006) 2000
the crime writers association historical dagger winning author a religious serial killer is haunting florence
and only cesare aldo can stop them a divine fury is an atmospheric historical thriller by d v bishop set in
renaissance italy fast becoming a serious rival to c j sansom and s j parris historical novel society florence
autumn 1539 cesare aldo was once an officer for the city s most feared criminal court following a period
of exile he is back but demoted to night patrol when only the drunk and the dangerous roam the streets
chasing a suspect in the rain aldo discovers a horrifying scene beneath michelangelo s statue of david
lifeless eyes gaze from the face of a man whose body has been posed as if crucified it s clear the killer
had religious motives when more bodies appear aldo believes an unholy murderer is stalking the citizens
of florence watching hunting waiting for the perfect moment to strike again a divine fury is the fourth
cesare aldo mystery preceded by city of vengeance the darkest sin and ritual of fire

Architecture, City, Environment 2024-06-20
shakespeare and tourism provides a dialogical mapping of shakespeare studies and touristic theory
through a collection of essays by scholars on a wide range of material this volume examines how
shakespeare tourism has evolved since its inception and how the phenomenon has been influenced and
redefined by performance studies the prevalence of the world wide developments in technology and the
globalization of shakespearean performance current scholarship recognizes shakespearean tourism as a
thriving international industry the result of centuries of efforts to attribute meanings associated with the
playwright s biography and literary prestige to sites for artistic pilgrimage and the consumption of
cultural heritage through bringing shakespeare and tourism studies into more explicit contact this
collection provides readers with a broad base for comparisons across time and location and thereby
encourages a thorough reconsideration of how we understand both fields

A Divine Fury 2022-08-19
courtyards presents a survey of courtyards contemporary design guidelines and a diverse selection of
examples readers will acquire a basic understanding of the balance that must exist between garden and
building including practical advice for planting book jacket

Shakespeare and Tourism 2002
this book discusses energy efficient buildings and the role they play in our efforts to address climate
change energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions by considering buildings and the
construction sector s unique position along a critical path to decarbonisation from a multi perspective
and holistic viewpoint topics covered in the book range from daylighting building topology comparison
building envelope design zero energy homes in hot arid regions life cycle considerations and energy
efficiency analysis to managing energy demand through equipment selection each chapter addresses an
important aspect of energy efficient building and serves as a vital building block towards constructing a
timely and relevant body of knowledge in energy efficient buildings

Courtyards 2017-01-18
photography in education involves the use of photographs to engage research participants in
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representing and reflecting upon their own experiences this book explores how photographic images can
be used in a range of educational settings in different cultural contexts as a method of facilitating
communication and reflection on significant issues in people s lives it considers the opportunities that are
created through the use of photography as a visual research method and addresses fundamental issues
about identity representation participation and power which underlie participatory practice bringing
together a variety of international contributors chapters describe and reflect on experiences of using
photography situating them in a critical framework to provoke informed applications of these processes
the collection adopts a broad view of education considering voices of people of different ages who are at
various stages on their educational journey or who have diverse perspectives on their educational
experience young british muslims trainee science teachers audiologists teachers of deaf children mobile
teacher educators working in conflict zones young people with disabilities community workers and school
students in countries as diverse as australia burma cyprus england ethiopia kenya the united states and
sudan photography in educational research will be key reading for educational researchers postgraduate
students studying research methods and ethics tutors working in higher education and individual
practitioners and teams within schools interested in young people s voices ethnicity mental health global
citizenship and school development

Energy Efficient Buildings 2014-11-27
when theatres of memory was first published in 1994 it transformed the debate about what is to be
considered history and questioned the role of heritage that lies at the heart of every western nation s
obsession with the past today in the age of downton abbey and mad men we are once again conjuring
historical fictions to make sense of our everyday lives in this remarkable book samuel looks at the many
different ways we use the unofficial knowledge of the past considering such varied areas as the fashion
for retrofitting the rise of family history the joys of collecting old photographs the allure of reenactment
societies and televised adaptations of dickens samuel transforms our understanding of the uses of
history he shows us that history is a living practice something constantly being reassessed in the world
around us

Photography in Educational Research 1997
this volume focuses on fittingness as an ethical aesthetical idea and in particular examines how the
concept is beneficial for environmental ethics it brings together an innovative set of contributions to
argue that fittingness is a significant but under investigated facet of human ethical deliberation with both
ethical and aesthetic dimensions in widely diverse matters from architecture to table manners individuals
and communities make decisions based on fittingness also expressed in related terms such as
appropriateness prudence temperance and mutuality in the realm of environmental ethics fittingness
denotes a relation between conscious embodied persons and their habitats and is of relevance to
judgements about how humans shape and take up with the non human environment and hence to ethical
decisions about the development and use of the environment and non human creatures as such
fittingness can be of great benefit in reframing human relationships to the non human stimulating a way
of living in the world that is fitting to the preservation of its fruitfulness goodness beauty and truth

Annual Meeting Proceedings 2012-09-11
this book presents selected articles from the 6th international conference on architecture and civil
engineering 2022 icace 2022 held in malaysia written by leading researchers and industry professionals
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the papers highlight recent advances and addresses current issues in the fields of civil engineering and
architecture

Theatres of Memory 2023-02-24
this text is about the design of dignified affordable housing for those not served by the private sector and
how that housing fits comfortably into our communities it is a non technical analysis for everyone
interested in the creation of affordable housing

Fittingness and Environmental Ethics 2023-01-01
in the fall of 1942 only the city of stalingrad stood between soviet survival and defeat as hitler s army ran
rampant with the fate of the ussr hanging in the balance soviet propaganda chiefs sent their finest
writers into the heat of battle after six months of terrifying work these men succeeded in creating an
enduring epic of stalingrad their harrowing tales of valour and heroism offered hope for millions of
readers stalingrad lives went the rallying cry the city had to live if the nation was to stave off defeat in
stalingrad lives ian garner brings together a selection of short stories written at and after the battle they
reveal for the first time in english the real russian narrative of stalingrad an epic story of death
martyrdom resurrection and utopian beginnings following the authors into the hellish world of stalingrad
garner traces how tragedy was written as triumph he uncovers how dealing with loss and destruction on
an unimaginable scale soviet readers and writers embraced the story of martyred stalingrad embedding
it into the russian psyche for decades to come featuring lost work by vasily grossman alongside texts by
luminaries such as konstantin simonov viktor nekrasov and ilya ehrenburg stalingrad lives offers a
literary perspective on the soviet union at war

Advances in Civil Engineering Materials 1995
oeuvre vs abstract space appropriation of gezi park in istanbul senem zeybekoglu sadri dr 1 10 doi doi
org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3643 identity in changing context factors of losing identity in new developed
part of the city of famagusta north cyprus hourakhsh ahmad nia dr yousif hussien suleiman ma 11 20 doi
doi org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3644 the inspiration of bauhaus principles on the modern housing in cyprus
mustafa aziz amen ph d candidate 21 32 doi doi org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3645 an agenda for the
management of contemporary sustainable houses ifeanyi obi dr 33 37 doi doi org 10 25034 ijcua 2017
3646 courtyard housing in china chinese quest for harmony donia zhang dr 38 56 doi doi org 10 25034
ijcua 2017 3647 density energy and metabolism of a proposed smart city anindita mandal dr hugh byrd
dr 57 68 doi doi org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3648 establishment of space syntax to read urban road network
the case of sari iran ehsan valipour ph d candidate samira tayyebisoudkolaei ma abdolah mobaraki ph d
candidate 69 75 doi doi org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3649 profession vs ethics hossein sadri dr 76 82 doi doi
org 10 25034 ijcua 2017 3650

The Architecture of Affordable Housing 1991
in the ancient synagogues of southern palestine 300 800 c e werlin reevaluates the art architecture and
archaeology of ten synagogues from late ancient southern palestine
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Oxford Symposium on Food and Cookery 1991 1985
the dictionary of islamic architecture provides the fullest range of artistic technical archaeological
cultural and biographical data for the entire geographical and chronological spread of islamic architecture
from west africa through the middle east to indonesia and from the seventh to the eighteenth centuries
of the common era over 500 entries are arranged alphabetically and fully cross referenced and indexed
to permit easy access to the text and to link items of related interest four main categories of subject
matter are explored dynastic and regional overviews individual site descriptions biographical entries
technical definitions over 100 relevant plans sketch maps photographs and other illustrations
complement and illuminate the entries and the needs of the reader requiring further information are met
by individual entry bibliographies

Korean Culture 2022-12-15

Stalingrad Lives 2017-12-01

Journal of Contemporary Urban Affairs, Vol.1 No.2, 2017
2015-08-25

Ancient Synagogues of Southern Palestine, 300-800 C.E.
2002-03-11

Dictionary of Islamic Architecture
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